
 
 
 
 

REQUEST FOR QUOTATIONS 
Web design and development 

 
 
 
Purpose 
The International Institute of Humanitarian Law (Sanremo, Italy) Invites qualified 
companies/individuals to submit quotations from private individuals, companies, and service 
providers with expertise in web design and development. 
 
Background information 
The International Institute of Humanitarian Law is an independent, non-profit, humanitarian 
organisation founded in 1970 in Sanremo (Italy).  

The main purpose of the Institute is the delivery of specific training programmes on international 
humanitarian law and human rights through creative learning methodologies which encourages the 
exchange of expertise and best practices among lecturers and participants. The training activities are 
designed for military officers, mid and senior-level government officials, members of civil society and 
academia. The aim is to enhance their knowledge and skills concerning legal and other safeguards 
related to humanitarian law, refugee law, migration law. 

The Institute has earned a solid reputation grounded on independence, academic rigor, and 
contributes also to research projects relevant to the above-mentioned areas of law through the 
publication of essays, manuals and operational handbooks.  

The Institute works in close collaboration with the most important international organisations 
dedicated to the humanitarian cause, including the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the International Organization for 
Migration (IOM), and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner of Human Rights 
(UNOHCHR). It has operational relations with UNESCO, NATO, OIF (Organisation International de la 
Francophonie), and the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies. It has 
consultative status with the United Nations (ECOSOC) and participatory status with the Council of 
Europe. 

For additional information on the Institute, and the work of its departments, please visit 
www.iihl.org. 
 
Services Requested  
This “Request for Quotation” is conceived to support the International Institute of Humanitarian Law 
in selecting the most appropriate service for the development and design of its institutional website. 

In particular, it aims at collecting quotations for services regarding web designing, layout and web 
development, and coding services implementation (HTML, CSS, etc.), with the main objective of 
providing a new look-and-feel to the institutional website to display the contents in a more organized, 
attractive and user-friendly way.  

The website of the Institute aims to present its numerous activities – training courses, thematic 
seminars, workshops and other projects – and news, and to provide other complementary digital tool 
(such as online learning platform and online resource library) to a global public of practitioners from 
military and non-military circles, including international officers, representatives of intergovernmental 
and non-governmental organisations personnel, high-level academics, researchers and students. The 

http://www.iihl.org/


website will be in English, with the objective of providing other different versions in other languages 
in the coming future, such as Italian, French and Spanish). 

An outline of the website structure has been already set including server domain and CMS 
(WordPress) ready for use.  Functionalities and devices (i.e. plugins and widgets), as well as a dynamic 
and appealing graphic layout, have to be developed and integrated in such structure.  

The foreseen timeframe for the provision of services and completion of work is envisaged for 2 
months. 

Interested companies and individuals are invited to submit the quotation in PDF format by email 
to the following address: sanremo@iihl.org by 7 June 2021. 

Please Include the following in the email subject line: “Quotation: Web design and development”.  

Interested companies and individuals are invited to submit the following documents: 
• Quotation (including VAT tax, if applicable) in EUR;  
• Profile: brief introduction document about the company/individuals, services and current 

customers.  
 
 
 
Sanremo, 12 May 2021 


